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The purpose of this paper is to give some addenda to the paper [2],
in which we showed the boundedness as well as a consequence of the
K-energy map under the assumption of the existence of Einstein Kahler
metrics. We here show how these results can be refined. The author
would like to thank Professor H. Urakawa for valuable suggestions.

Let us first fix our notation. Throughout this paper X is an n-
dimensional compact complex manifold with positive first Chern class
cλ(X) > 0. Let K be the set of all Kahler forms on X representing
2πc1(X). To each ω e K we associate its Ricci curvature form 7ω, scalar
curvature σω, Laplacian Δω acting on the space of real-valued C°°-functions
C°°(X), and fw e C°°(X) such that Ύω - ω = V^ΛSbf^ which is determined
up to a suitably chosen constant.

DEFINITION. For ω0, ωλ e K, we choose a smooth path ωt =
coo + V^ΛddUt e K connecting ω0 and ω19 where ut e C°°(X) and t e [0, 1].
Hereafter when we encounter notation like 7ωί, σωt, Δωί, fωt, Vωf, we
simplify their subscripts in the form yif σt, Δf9 ft, Vt. Using this con-
vention, define three functions /, /, M on KxK as follows:

I(α>o, <*>i) = \ Mi(β>o - ωΐ)IV ,
JX

J(ω0, α)χ) = [ dt \ -^{ωl - ωί)l V,
Jo JX at

M(ω0, ωd = - [dt \ ^{σt - n)ω?/ V,
Jo Jx dt

where V = \ α>J. For ωQ in K, we define the corresponding K-energy
JX

map μ = μωo from K to R by μ{ώ) = AΓ(α>0, ω) for ω e iΓ. Set

If- = {ft>eίL|7ω > 0, i.e. Ύω is positive definite on X) .

I, J, M are all well-defined and have nice properties (see [1], [7]).
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